MORE THAN MARINAS:
BOAT TOURISTS BRING BILLIONS IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITY TO REGION
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impact is significant.”

That’s the thinking behind the BC Ocean Boating

The association is developing a database of businesses

Tourism Association and their marketing and tourism

in the marine service industry, further adding to the

product-development plan that was partially-funded

broad economic benefits that accrue from enhanced

by ICET.

tourism numbers. Analysis by the BCOBTA demonstrates
that daily spending by marine tourists in the region

“The tourist in a boat has very different needs than

adds up to $350M per year, not factoring in some of the

the tourist in a car,” said David Mailloux, Chair of the

higher ticket spending such as marine repairs, boat

BCOBTA. “No other place recognizes the marine tourism

storage or boating equipment purchases.

market like we do, and no other place can offer our mix
of amenities and wild nature.”

The project has the added benefit of supporting several
of the region’s remote communities, home to some of
the most unique harbours and ocean playgrounds. For

ONE OF OUR FUNDAMENTAL OBLIGATIONS IS TO
SERVE AND SUPPORT THE MANY BUSINESSES THAT
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many communities, the marinas and the tourism they
attract are the primary source of seasonal income for
their residents. Increasing their visibility and increasing

MAKE UP THE MARINE TOURISM SECTOR

visitation will help to support the development of

Launched on April 15 of this year, www.ahoybc.com
is the one-stop site for marine tourists coming to
coastal BC. Information about marinas and harbours,
communities, First Nations cultures, tours, safety,
and more are available.

additional marine services and attract new investment
to these regions.
“The reaction from both the boaters and the
stakeholders in the industry has been immediately
positive,” said Jon French, Port McNeill Harbour

A companion site — www.ahoybc.org — exists to
support stakeholders in the marine tourism industry.
Building on the fact that recreational boating in BC
generates $1.3B in economic activity per year, the
industry site’s mandate is to collaboratively market BC’s
coastal regions as a marine tourism destination.

Manager. “Whether it’s a public harbour or a private
marina, on our own we simply can’t market ourselves
internationally the way we can when we work together.
The website is driving marine tourist traffic, and that’s
positive for everyone in the region.”
ICET has been a partner in funding more than $20M
in marine infrastructure investments around the region.

“One of our fundamental obligations is to serve
and support the many businesses that make up the
marine tourism sector,” said BCOBTA General Manager
Michael McLaughlin. “Marina operators, repair shops,

Wharf and dock upgrades, harbour improvements,
amenity areas and more are part of the larger efforts to
create economic activity through the high-value marine
tourist population.
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